Psychological distress and family burden following spinal cord injury: concurrent traumatic brain injury cannot be overlooked.
Although concurrent spinal cord injury (SCI) and traumatic brain injury (TBI) are recognized, there is little acknowledgement of SCI/TBI as a contributor to psychological distress and family burden. By mail-out questionnaire, we evaluated psychological distress and family burden in a married group (n = 12) with traumatic SCI who had not been identified as having concurrent TBI on referral to the Canadian Paraplegic Association. Both the person with SCI and the partner completed the Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI), the Adjective Checklist, and a Likert strain scale to measure the perception of the partner's strain. The partner also completed the Zarit Burden Interview. Despite screening criteria designed to selectively recruit individuals without TBI, seven individuals described post-traumatic amnesia (PTA) > or = 3 days. Subsequently, participants' reports were divided into two groups--"longer PTA" and "shorter PTA". On the Brief Symptom Inventory, the two SCI groups did not differ, but the partners of individuals with "longer PTA" had significantly elevated Global Severity Index scores compared to the other partners. The "longer PTA" partner group demonstrated more strain and more burden (as measured by the Likert strain scale and the Zarit Burden Interview). Given the size of the groups (n = 7, n = 5), these findings are presented to illustrate trends and to stimulate further research.